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By attending this webinar, you'll be able to:

• Identify benefits of using social media

• Manage and mitigate risks of using social media

• Design posts to engage your targeted audience

• Get experience from case studies

• Effectively plan social media activities

• Constructively use social media in the long-term to build trust.
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• Rapid growth:

- 3.80 billion social media users in 
2020 (+9% vs. Jan 2019)

- Worldwide average of 8.6 social 
accounts/person (2020)

• New audiences:

- Almost 1 million new social media 
users every day → more than 11 
new users every second (2019)

- Platforms for all ages: overall 66% 
of social media users < age 35 
(2019); but FB users age 65+ up by 
~20% (2018) https://wearesocial.com/blog/2020/01/digital-2020-3-8-billion-

people-use-social-media

Today’s Social Media Landscape

https://wearesocial.com/blog/2020/01/digital-2020-3-8-billion-people-use-social-media


In a professional capacity, how do you or your organization use 

social media?

• Actively, on multiple social media platforms
• Actively, on one main social media platform
• Inactive, but have previously created social media accounts 
• Have never used social media officially
• Do not know 



Jeremy Gordon
• 16 years experience as a communication specialist in the 

nuclear industry

• Founding Editor of World Nuclear News

• Independent communication consultant with his company 

Fluent in Energy

- Draws on a global network of experts, contacts and 

collaborators working for public understanding and 

for positive solutions.

• Bachelor’s degree in Artificial Intelligence from the 

University of Westminster, graduated with honours in 

2000.



www.fluent-in-
energy.com jeremy.gordon@fluent-in-energy.com

Social media’s relevance
to nuclear energy
and notes on strategy

International Atomic Energy Agency
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Low barriers to entry

Interaction

One-click publishing

Continuity

Social media characteristics

Free of charge,
consumer technology 

Ease of use
Fast-paced conversation

24h and no end point
to the conversation

Users respond directly to comment, share, 
or show approval



Social media growth

You are here

We are half-way through the social media 
growth story

It is used by 45% of people globally 
(Source: Hootsuite)

Consolidated
and maturing



Expect bigger, better, more

There will be a lot more people using social media
It is growing at the speed of the birth rate

There will be more creativity, and it will move faster
It is driven by the young and the relatively young

More to discover, more rewarding, more useful, more central
Thanks to a fuller range of people and subject matter

What’s the future of social media?



How others
use social media

Relevance to nuclear energy

Leading source of news, commentary and 
information

Familiar context: information received 
with high levels of trust

Nuclear safety is a matter
of public interest

Communicate
benefits and risks

Earn trust

Be open and transparent 

Communicate quickly
and frequently

How you can
use social media



Stakeholder mapping

A stakeholder is anyone who:

Has an interest in your activities

Is affected by them, or feels that they are

Or could affect your organisation

Before you begin, you need a clear idea of why you are mapping
your stakeholders. What do you ultimately want to achieve?

This topic is covered in much more detail in the first webinar of this series:
#1 Basics of Stakeholder Involvement
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Selecting platforms

A stakeholder’s behaviour will vary from platform to platform

Select platforms
conducive to the:

messages you have

interaction you want

content you have

Research which platforms 
your stakeholder use, 
and how they use them



Writing your strategy…

Platform name

Audience A stakeholder group, or subset, active on that platform

Objective What you want to achieve by communicating with them

Content What your posts will consist of

Frequency How often you will publish posts towards this objective

Tactics Tone of voice, style of engagement

Measure of Success A real life result or digital metric

When you have identified a target stakeholder and a platform,
simply list your actions toward the objective, something like this:



Monitoring and feedback

Regular reporting towards clear goals is essential

Use platform metrics to gauge success
e.g. reach, impressions, clicks, views, follows, shares, likes 

Also, instant feedback – hone in on what works!

Social media is always evolving so be flexible
Revise your messages according to the overall conversation

Watch how other people use it and stay up to date

Social media is a wide open, 24h, continuous conversation…



Considerations

Social media can be fast-paced
Need a method for timely approvals

Staff users of social media
To what extent do their individual presences support goals?

Need guidelines that complement clear policies

Crisis, risk and emergency communication
Any real or perceived nuclear incident or emergency

will be discussed on social media



www.fluent-in-
energy.com

jeremy.gordon@fluent-in-
enery.com



Suzanne Jaworowski
• Senior Advisor, Policy & Communications, U.S. 

Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy

• Political liaison between the Office of Nuclear Energy 

and the Secretary of Energy, as well as the White House

- Provides political and strategic leadership

- Manages outreach and educational efforts related 

to civil nuclear energy

- Leads “Make Nuclear Cool Again” initiative, a 

communications and education program about 

modern nuclear technology.

• Chairman of the International Framework for Nuclear 

Energy Cooperation (IFNEC).



Building Effective Digital Communications Suzanne Jaworowski

U.S. Department of Energy

Office of Nuclear Energy

Utilizing Digital Media to 

Educate about Nuclear

IAEA Webinar March 3, 2020



energy.gov/ne23

Agenda

• Goals & Strategy

• NE Digital Impact

• Blogs/Success Stories

• Infographics

• Social Media Channels

• Facebook

• Twitter

• LinkedIn

• YouTube

• Future Content



energy.gov/ne24

Goals & Strategy

Purpose: Effectively communicate and educate targeted audiences on Office of Nuclear Energy 

initiatives and priorities. 

Goal: Help shift the perception of nuclear energy and position it as a clean and resilient power 

source. One that creates jobs, trains future engineers and fuels future innovations, ranging from non-

electric applications to space exploration. 

Audiences

18-to-34 year olds

Energy and innovation enthusiasts

Media

Industry

Non-profits, advocacy groups

STEM K-12

Local and national stakeholders

DOE followers, national labs and universities

Nuclear supporters

Strategy: Raise brand awareness and educate key 

audiences on mission, priorities and initiatives, with four 

step process:

➢ Establish efficient processes for all digital content: 

infographics, blogs, social media and videos.

➢ Curate and develop engaging content that is 

optimized to grow NE’s website. 

➢ Launch and grow social media accounts to cultivate 

positive conversations around the benefits of 

nuclear energy and NE’s work. 

➢ Track, measure and analyze digital data to inform 

and adjust strategy as needed to maximize growth.



energy.gov/ne25

NE Digital Channels

31,483 followers  

7,802 - (GovNuclear)

600 - (DOE_NE1)

7,734 followers

870K views 

NE newsletter 

energy.gov/ne 



energy.gov/ne26

NE Digital Impact

20,750 
Avg. Pageviews

2017

Before…



energy.gov/ne27

NE Digital Impact

85,194 
Avg. Pageviews

2019

After…



energy.gov/ne28

Website: Record 1,022,330 total pageviews

265 726

251 368

282 266

249 245

373 913

1 022 330
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Total Pageviews

NE Website Traffic



energy.gov/ne29

Website: Articles increased share of content

29%

71%

PERCENTAGE OF PAGEVIEWS
(2019) 

Other Articles

59%

41%

PERCENTAGE OF PAGEVIEWS
(2018) 

Other Articles



energy.gov/ne30

Pre-Launch - Develop Your Strategy

Educate, engage, and entertain a broad audience.

Inform and educate students and professionals

Inform news outlets, educate and engage general public

(1-3 posts/day)

(1 post/M-F)

(3-5 posts/day)



energy.gov/ne31

Website: Top 5 blogs

Title Total Pageviews

How does a nuclear reactor work? 120,670

Nuclear is the most reliable energy source and it’s not even close 82,381

3 Reasons nuclear is clean and sustainable 56,984

Fission and Fusion: What’s the difference? 51,238

5 Fast facts about nuclear energy 43,003

73 blogs produced 729,168 pageviews



energy.gov/ne32

Social Media: 9M people reached on Facebook

January February March April May June July August Sept October November December

2018 139 792 153 448 337 679 416 878 210 890 254 596 336 694 340 284 298 314 408 695 344 988 594192

2019 442486 487523 458114 693691 610057 736397 1 043 322 849 909 861 710 948 802 781 501 1 122 669

Facebook Total Reach
per month

*Debut: January 2018



energy.gov/ne33

Social Media: Top 5 posts on Facebook 

Title Total Reach

Exelon reactors operate through polar vortex - photo 90,527

How many lights can a reactor power – infographic 70,723

How does a reactor work? – link 63,302

5 Fast facts about nuclear waste – infographic 63,013

5 Fast facts about nuclear waste – infographic 61,157

2,024 total Facebook posts | 20,783 followers



energy.gov/ne34

Social Media: 1M impressions on LinkedIn

JANUARYFEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPT OCT NOV DEC

LinkedIn Total Impressions

2018 2019

*Debut: June 2, 2018

January February March April May June July August Sept October November December

2018 0 0 0 0 0 9 826 17 601 19 308 18 421 29 867 34 388 43 271

2019 49 850 53 749 46 200 37 164 41 700 58 516 67 633 71 135 61 658 136 355 125 003 138 307

LinkedIn Total Reach
per month

*Debut: June 2018



energy.gov/ne35

Social Media: Top 5 posts on LinkedIn

Title Total Impressions

Westinghouse ATF – photo gallery 17,489

Rita STEM Day – photo 15,743

Rita tour of Oranu – photo 15,279

Meet Dr. Rita Baranwal – video 14,218

Rita: 5 Things I like about nuclear – video 13,971

614 total LinkedIn posts | 5,589 followers



energy.gov/ne36

Social Media: 7M impressions on Twitter

JANUARYFEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPT OCT NOV DEC

LinkedIn Total Impressions

2018 2019

*Debut: June 2, 2018

March April May June July August Sept October November December

2019 546 382 665 871 697 875 630 585 696 025 748 061 586 212 1 023 221 665 737 790 824

Twitter Total Reach
per month

*Debut: March 2019



energy.gov/ne37

Social Media: Top 5 posts on Twitter

Title Total Impressions

Suzie named vice chair of C3E– photo 128,482

3 Advanced reactor systems to watch by 2030 – link 109,919

Fission vs Fusion – animation 108,258

5 Problems you didn’t know nuclear could solve – link 91,213

4 Benefits of SMRs – animation 79,558

1,539 total Twitter posts | 7,082 followers



energy.gov/ne38

Video: 1,074,097 total views on SM in 2019



energy.gov/ne39

Digital Communications: Total Reach

18,132,365
total people reached



energy.gov/ne40

Questions?



Yuliia Taratorkina
• Leading engineer of PR and Media Department at 

Khmelnytskyi NPP (Ukraine)

• Responsible for digital and social media of the Khmelnytskyi 

NPP

• 15 years of experience in nuclear communications

• Master’s Degree in Linguistics from the National University of 

Ostroh Academy

• Member of the emergency information group of Khmelnytskyi 

NPP

• Professional interests include educational projects for youth, 

environmental education initiatives and courses provided by 

Information Centres of NPPs



Using Social Media 
in Post-Chernobyl 
Environment

Yuliia Taratorkina,

Khmelnytskyi NPP,

Ukraine



EVENT: COVID-19 
Evacuees from Wuhan 
come to Ukraine, which 
leads to protests

Reasons:

Fake information

Low trust in government, 
state institutions, and 
health care system.



EVENT: 1986 CHERNOBYL

Mass protests against 
nuclear power plants in 
Ukraine

Reasons:

Lack of information

Low trust in 
government, state 
institutions, and 
local authorities.



6%

52%

42%

SUPPORTED NPP 
CONSTRUCTION

For Against other

6%

19%

30%

51%

SUPPORTED NPP
OPERATION

For Against other

19%

Survey by the Central Ukrainian 
branch of the All-Union Center 
for the Study of Public Opinion 
(1990)



Social Media in Ukraine 
(2019)

(Annual survey, “Population Attitudes to the Media and Consumption of 
Different Types of Media in 2019” )



Which social network do you 
use most?

data, % InMind commissioned by Internews, which implements the Media Program in 
Ukraine with the financial support of the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID)



NNEGC Energoatom



Stakeholders

Authorities

Project organizations;
Equipment Manufacturers

Public

NGOs

Inhabitants of the NPP satellite-
towns
Inhabitants of the NPP location 
regions 
Former workers
People who used to live in the 
satellite town

Youth organizations
Organizations of former 
workers
Volunteers
Atomprofspilka Trade 
Union
Environmental movements
Professional communities

Regional executive authorities
Local authorities

Regulatory authorities

Contractors

Mass Media

Regional TV/Radio Companies, Newspapers;
Local TV companies, Newspapaers

Staff

Executives
administrative staff
highly qualified staff
blue collars
support staff

State Nuclear Regulatory
Inspectorate



Twitter 

Energoatom (Main Office)
@energoatom_ua

https://twitter.com/energoatom_ua
422 followers

https://twitter.com/energoatom_ua


Facebook 



Khmelnytskyi NPP

Multiple posts per day

Simple language for 
difficult terms

Information on 
technology and 
production, as well as 
social, environmental 
and educational posts

Pictures of nature, 
town views, historical 
photos

6,526 followers

Хмельницька АЕС
@khnpp









South-Ukraine NPP

The number of subscribers 
doubled in a short period of 
time.

Events, watch parties, 
services.

Available services: 
schedule a free study tour

Memes

Humorous posts, official 
information written in 
journalistic style, funny 
pictures

58

3,908 followers

South-Ukraine NPP 
(Южно-Український 
енергокомплекс)
@atomsunpp



«Damn nuclear, no health 
at all…»

Context:
Peasants in Ukraine burn 
leaves every autumn, 
although it is forbidden. 
However, they blame NPPs 
for their illnesses.



Nuclear power vs.
renewable energy

Context:
Nuclear power accounts 
for more than 50% of 
Ukraine's total electricity 
production, although it 
has the lowest tariff. At 
the same time, the so-
called "green tariff" 
applies to renewable 
energy sources.



Rivne NPP

3,225 followers

InformAtom
@rnpp.polissia

Separate pages for the 
NPP and its press center

RNPP: official information, 
news, videos.

InformAtom: PR events, 
sports competitions, 
educational activities

2,298 followers

ВП «Рівненська АЕС»
@rnpp.rv.ua



Infographics, 
Educational Materials



Іnstagram (@rnpp_atom)
Daily interactive stories include short questions, tests, 
suggestions for the audience



Integrated Safety Index = 55%

ISI represents the priority of safety in Mass Media 
publication.



Diana Teixeira
• Associate Social Media Officer (Writing and Marketing), 

Office of Public Information and Communication, IAEA

• Works on the development and implementation of the 

Agency’s social media strategy in English, Spanish, 

Arabic, French, Russian and Chinese

• Manages and creates content for the nine IAEA social 

media accounts

• Focuses on the establishment of new partnerships with 

other organisations to promote the peaceful uses of 

nuclear technology



IAEA and Social Media

March 2020



IAEA SOCIAL MEDIA LANDSCAPE
Mar

2020

320,000*

followers

@iaeaorg

118,000

followers

@iaeaorg

67,000

followers

@iaea

32,000

followers

@iaeaorg

550,000 FOLLOWERS

*English, French, Spanish, Russian and Arabic

11,000

followers

@iaeavideo



WHY ARE WE ON SOCIAL MEDIA?



To promote

IAEA's work



To be a 

leading voice

on nuclear topics



To educate about 

the impact of 

nuclear



HOW ARE WE USING SOCIAL MEDIA?



Content is king, and it should be:

1. Easy to understand
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1. Easy to understand

2. Engaging and optimized
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3. Shareable -> social partnerships



Content is king, and it should be:

1. Easy to understand

2. Engaging and optimized

3. Shareable -> social partnerships

4. Multilingual content



1.  Easy to understand



2.  Engaging and optimized



3.  Shareable -> Social partnerships



4.  Multilingual content



4.  Multilingual content






